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Diet and bowel cancer

SIR,-Your leading article on the aetiology of
colorectal carcinoma (31 May, p 1288)
succinctly reviews the evidence for and
against several dietary suspects: fat, fibre
deficiency, meat, and alcohol. Taken singly,
none of these agents makes an entirely
convincing culprit, but each is compatible with
the hypothesis that excess caloric intake is
primarily to blame.' Most epidemiological
studies link the prevalence of intestinal
cancer to the economic affluence of a- popula-
tion. Both fat and fibre produce satiety; fatty
foods are generally tastier but more expensive.
Therefore wealthy communities prefer to eat
fat and grow fat. Meat is a major source of
animal fat, and alcohol provides calories
aplenty but no residue.
The correlation between increased body

weight and cancer in general is quite well
established in both man and experimental
animals2 3 and may hold true for colon
cancer, though published data are scanty.'
Increased cell turnover in colonic crypts could
explain the promotion of carcinogenesis by
ulcerative colitis, irradiation, and ileal
resection.4 Intestinal mucosa is dispro-
portionately sensitive to fluctuations in oral
intake of nutrients. Fasting depletes both
small and large bowel of epithelial cells'; as a
corollary, since over-eating causes enteric
hyperplasia6 it probably increases colonic
cell proliferation as well. Obesity is also
accompanied by greater faecal excretion of
bile acids, and these act directly as co-
carcinogens in rat intestine.7 Moreover,
jejunoileal bypass (as performed for obesity
in man) appears to reduce the yield of experi-
mental colorectal cancers.8

Prospective studies to determine the body
weight and dietary habits of patients with
large-bowel cancer are urgently needed to
unravel the causes of this latter-day scourge.

ROBIN WILLIAMSON
University Department of Surgery,
Bristol Royal Infirmary,
Bristol BS2 8HW

Heaton KW. In: Truelove SC, Lee E, eds. Topics in
Gastroenterology, vol 5. Oxford: Blackwell, 1977:
29-45.

2Clayson DB. Cancer Res 1975; 35:3292-300.
3 Tannenbaum A. Arch Pathol 1940;30:509-17.
4 Oscarson JEA, Veen HF, Ross JS, Malt RA. Ann Surg

1979;189 :503-8.
5 Hagemann RF, Stragand JJ. Cell Tissue Kinet 1977;

10:3-14.
6 Williamson RCN. N Engly Med 1978;298:1393-1404.
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EL. 3 Nati Cancer Inst 1974;53:1093-7.
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Malt RA. Cancer Res 1980;40:538-43.

Delay in diagnosis in breast cancer

SIR,-We read with interest the paper from
Vancouver by Drs J Mark Elwood and
William P Moorehead (31 May, p 1291)
demonstrating that a shorter history from the
first symptom of a breast carcinoma to its
diagnosis was associated with a better survival
rate even when calculated from the date of
the first symptom. Their conclusion was that
public education to present earlier with
breast symptoms would therefore improve
survival.
However, while agreeing with this plea for

public education to persuade women to
present earlier, we are reluctant to accept
their conclusion that overall survival could

thereby be improved. The argument that
moving patients from the "long-delay"
category into the "short-delay" category
would improve their survival is based on the
assumption that factors other than diagnostic
delay are equal within these groups, and
ignores the possibility that other aspects of
patient or tumour behaviour may introduce a
selection bias. The evidence that earlier
diagnosis improves survival is still not
convincing and it seems likely that dissemina-
tion of disease beyond the breast may occur
before the appearance of the first symptom,
let alone diagnosis.' If this is the case, then
the basis of our plea for earlier diagnosis is
not that we can thereby control systemic
disease but rather that we can control local
disease with less radical surgery.

In 1979, 105 new cases of breast carcinoma
presenting to our combined breast clinic
have been reviewed to compare length of
history with tumour diameter as measured
by the pathologist and with type of operation
performed. The surgical policy was to manage
medial tumours by wide 'local excision with
radical postoperative radiotherapy. From the
accompanying table it can be seen that patients
with a shorter history tended to have smaller
tumour diameters and a higher proportion of
the tumours considered suitable for conserva-
tive surgery.
A preliminary analysis of the results of our

trial comparing wide local excision and
postoperative radiotherapy with total mas-
tectomy for patients with medial tumours
shows no significant difference in the incidence
of local recurrence (paper in preparation).
Because of this we have extended our policy
to include patients with lateral tumours as
being suitable for wide local excision and
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